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17 - Safety - Axis  Inflatable  Jackets

AXIS PFD’s are proud to release our fully Australian designed range of inflatable 
PFD’s.  This comprehensive range of jackets caters to the needs of all Australian 
boaters today.  From use in a small tinny on a river or lake, to an offshore power 
boat or the largest maxi yacht whilst blue water cruising.

This new range is designed and tested to the new Australian standard AS4758.1 
and all jackets are certified by S.A.I Global and carry the 5 ticks logo.

In designing and manufacturing this range we sourced the best materials and 
components from around the world.  Inflators from the UK and Sweden, 
heavy duty buckles from the UK and materials from Taiwan.

We are proud to be the first Australian inflatable manufacturer authorised to
install the Hammar hydro-static automatic inflation system.

Our cutting edge designs and selection of top class materials ensure that our 
jackets are made to last and keep you safe at sea.

SERVICING  THE  JACKETS
To ensure the long life and reliability when called 
upon, all AXIS inflatable PFD’s should be serviced 
at least every 12 months.  For complete servicing 
details see www.axispfds.com.au

Recreational use: Jackets used for recreational 
purposes can be self-serviced by the owner yearly - 
see www.axispfds.com.au for full details on how to 
self-service your jacket.  We recommend that each 
jacket is serviced by an authorised service centre 
every third year.

Commercial or professional use: Jackets used 
commercially or for any use that involves reward 
(E.G hire) or under any regulation of Yachting 
Australia (YA) for racing must be serviced yearly 
by an authorised service centre.

Life span: Please note that regardless of use, the 
UML automatic cartridge must be replaced every 
3 years and the Hammar cartridge every 5 years.

INFLATION  SYSTEMS
Manual operation - Inflate the jacket by pulling the manual inflation tag which triggers 
a CO2 cylinder to inflate the jacket.  Also includes a backup oral tube inflator.  
Axis jackets use UML mini or pro-sensor manual inflator systems.
Lowest priced inflation system but will NOT inflate if the wearer is unconscious and 
unable to pull the inflation tag.  Ideally suited for use on powerboats.

Standard automatic operation - Inflates the jacket automatically on contact with water.
Includes backup oral inflation tube.  Axis jackets use UML pro-sensor automatic 
inflator systems.  Lower priced auto system than the HAMMAR inflation system.  
The downside of this system is that the jacket can be inadvertently inflated in wet 
conditions including heavy humidity, rain, splashes or heavy spray of water on deck.
Ideal for power boating and coastal sailing and racing.

HAMMAR automatic operation - Inflates the jacket automatically with unique 
Hydrostatic valve that operates only by the change in pressure when the jacket is 
submersed in water.  This system is NOT affected by splashed water, spray or humidity.  
Ideal for ocean yacht racing and cruising or when working in very wet conditions.  
Includes  backup manual operation.  Longer time (5 years) before replacement required.
Single point indicator shows the jacket is ready for use.  The gas cylinder is located 
inside the lifejacket bladder, protected from corrosion and any snagging hazard.
Ideally suited for ocean racing sailors and blue water cruising.
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